
APPLICATION No: 20/74637/FUL
APPLICANT: Mr Simon Ismail
LOCATION: 55 Queen Street, Blackfriars, Salford, M3 7DQ
PROPOSAL: Demolition of existing building and erection of a new building 

(ground plus 17 storeys) comprising 115 residential units (Use 
Class C3) with associated residents' facilities at ground floor 
and other ancillary functions; associated access, public realm 
and other associated works.

WARD: Ordsall

Description of Site and Surrounding Area 

The application site comprises a rectangular piece of land containing a two-storey office building with associated 
car parking and 2.5m high palisade fencing to the surrounds. The land also comprises an open car park in 
separate private use with accompanying vehicular access onto Queen Street. 

Within the immediate vicinity of the site lies commercial premises to the north and east, whilst the south is bound 
by the ‘Spectrum’ residential development and the west by an additional private car park adjoining a verge running 
alongside Trinity Way. The buildings to the east, which are currently vacant, are due to be demolished to facilitate 
the construction of a residential led mixed use scheme comprising a staggered 7-14 storey building permitted 
through planning permission ref: 18/72242/FUL (referred to as Copperworks). Beyond, to the east, lies Blueprint 
Studios, a locally listed music and artist’s studio.



Contextually, the site is positioned within relatively close proximity to a number of designated heritage assets. In 
this respect the Grade II* Collier Street Former Public Baths and accompanying Grade II listed Eagle Inn lie 
approximately 80m to the north-east, the Manchester Tennis and Racquet Club beyond Spectrum approximately 
60m to the south and the Blackfriars Public House approximately 60m to the west. 

Description of Proposal 

Permission is sought for the demolition of the existing commercial building and the construction of an 18 storey 
residential scheme fronting principally onto the western section of Queen Street with Trinity Way beyond. 

The ground floor level of the building will comprise a 210sqm resident’s lounge, a 115 space secure bicycle store, 
a bin store, a plant room and accompanying substation. Two communal terraces for residents are also proposed 
on the 17th floor providing landscaped gardens, decking and seating areas. This is in addition to hard and soft 
landscaping works to the public realm around the building. 

The proposal seeks the provision of 115 apartments, of which:
 55 are 1 bedroomed (measuring between 45 and 51sqm); 
 58 are 2 bedroomed (measuring between 64 and 94sqm); and
 2 are 3 bedroomed (measuring 73sqm). 

Depending on the location of the apartments within the building, the majority will be served with usable balconies 
facing either onto King Street or the adjoining Queen Street. 

In terms of materiality the development will be enveloped, for the most part, in mixed tonal brickwork arranged in 
a combination of stretcher, soldier and stack bonding. This is in addition to the articulation of the fenestration 
through 350mm setbacks, the use of metallic balustrades to the balconies and metallic curtain walling with louvre 
fins to the upper portion of the building. The ground and first floor is distinguished by the incorporation of a double 
height base with structural piers fronting Queen Street, whilst the upper two storeys incorporates a double height 
crown with deep masonry reveals and inset balconies. 

Figure 1: Proposed west elevation



Figure 2: Proposed north elevation (with and without approved Copperworks scheme)

Figure 3: Proposed southern elevation (with and without approved Copperworks scheme)



Figure 4: Proposed east elevation (with and without approved Copperworks scheme)

Figure 5: Proposed fenestration detailing (lower storeys)



Figure 6: Proposed fenestration detailing (upper storeys)

Figure 7: Proposed Ground Floor Plan



Figure 8: CGI of proposed development as viewed from Blackfriars Road

Figure 9: CGI of proposed development viewed from the west

Publicity

Site Notice: Non HH Article 15 Date Displayed: 20 January 2020
Reason: Affecting setting of Listed Building

Press Advert: Manchester Weekly News Salford Edition Date Published: 23 January 2020
Reason: Article 15 Standard Press Notice



Affecting setting of Listed Building

Neighbour Notification 

416 neighbouring occupiers have been notified of the application by letter dated 13th January 2020.

Representations 

No letters of representation have been received in response to the application publicity.

Relevant Site History

99/39471/FUL - Alterations to elevations and boundary fencing and erection of single storey extension to house 
boiler. Approved 18.10.1999

The following application at 28 King Street and 49-51 Queen Street is of relevance to this application:

18/72242/FUL - Demolition of existing and former light industrial / commercial units, and the construction of a 
residential-led mixed-use development. Erection off a building ranging from 7-14 storey high comprising 104 
residential apartments (C3 use) with ancillary communal spaces, a commercial unit (A1, A2, A3, B1, D1), together 
with associated parking and amenity space. Approved 23.01.2019

Consultations

Air Quality, Noise, Contaminated Land –

Air 

The development lies within the Greater Manchester Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) whereby an Air 
Quality Assessment has been submitted with the conclusions agreed.  

Noise 

The application is supported by a Noise Impact Assessment with the contents therein largely supported subject 
to the incorporation of conditions relating to a noise mitigation scheme, a ventilation scheme, a site completion 
report, the need for any externally mounted plant and equipment to accord with BS 4142:2014+A1:2019 and the 
submission of a Construction Environmental Management Plan. 

Land Contamination 

The Phase I Desk Top Study is accepted subject to conditions requesting that prior to the commencement of 
works a Phase 2 Site Investigation Report is submitted and pursuant to that condition, prior to first use/occupation, 
a verification report is provided which validates that all remedial works have been undertaken. 

Senior Drainage Engineer - No objection, subject to the submission of an strategy for surface water drainage 
and a compliance condition requesting that the surface water discharge rate is restricted to 50% of the existing 
discharge rate or to greenfield runoff, whichever is greater, as per the user guide to the Salford City Council 
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment. 

United Utilities Water Ltd – No objection, subject to conditions requesting the submission of a surface water 
drainage scheme and that foul and surface water should be drained on separate systems.   

Highways - No objection, subject to the submission of a Waste Management Plan, a Travel Plan, a Construction 
Environmental Management Plan and the agreement to enter into a Traffic Management Order through S171.

Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) – The TfGM recommends that:
 The development fund the addition of pedestrian green men facilities to the west-side of the junction and 

ban the turn from Victoria Street;
 The development fund the incorporation of pedestrian green men facilities at the junction of Trinity 

Way/Springfield Lane;



 A review of Traffic Regulation Orders is undertaken;
 Any redundant vehicle access points which serve the former site should be reinstated as continuous 

footway; 
 Tactile paving and dropped kerbs should be installed either side of any site access points; and
 The provision of a continuous 2m wide footway through the surrounding development.

Notwithstanding the above, should the authority be minded to approve the application, it is requested that:
 The cycle storage facilities are lockable, covered and secured using CCTV and appropriate lighting; and 
 The applicant should submit a comprehensive Travel Plan.

The Coal Authority - No comments to make.   

Greater Manchester Ecological Unit – A Preliminary Ecological Appraisal has been submitted which:
 Describes the building as having a moderate potential bat roosting features. However, the surrounding 

habitat was assessed as having a negligible potential for commuting and foraging bats. The GMEU has 
stated that the application should not be formally determined until further bat emergence surveys are 
undertaken and appropriate mitigation, if required, is submitted and agreed;

 Recommends that all scrub clearance should not be undertaken in the main breeding season (March-
August) unless nesting birds have been found to be absent; and 

 There is an expectation that the scheme include measures to enhance biodiversity at the site through:
o Bat bricks and/or tubes within the new development; 
o Bird boxes; and 
o Native tree and shrub planting. 

Historic England – Following initial concerns, the Heritage Statement and accompanying Addendum is now 
considered acceptable with the proposed development satisfying the relevant paragraphs of the NPPF in respect 
to heritage assets.    

Greater Manchester Archaeological Advisory Service – The Archaeological Desk-based Assessment is 
accepted and therefore no objection is raised subject to the attachment of a condition requesting a programme of 
archaeological works be undertaken following the demotion of the existing buildings, but prior to the 
commencement of any further development related groundworks. 

Design For Security – Recommend that a condition be attached to reflect the physical security specifications set 
out in the Crime Impact Statement. 

Landscaping – The principle of the proposed landscaping works are agreed however:
 Further details of the street trees are required with the provision of Prunus Amanogawa not supported at 

the present time. It is recommended that Fagus sylvatica ‘Dawyck’ or Carpinus betulus ‘Frans Fontaine’ 
would be more suitable;

 The rooftop planting seems to show multi-stem trees in pots however on some documents it refers to 
them in soft landscape pits and underground guyed. Clarification is therefore needed; 

 A detailed planting plan for the roof terrace is necessary;
 Details of the pergolas/seating/decking and planters should be submitted; and
 Biodiversity enhancements should be incorporated into the scheme as requested by GMEU

Planning Policy

Development Plan Policy

Unitary Development Plan ST1 - Sustainable Urban Neighbourhoods
This policy states that development will be required to contribute towards the creation and maintenance of 
sustainable urban neighbourhoods.

Unitary Development Plan ST12 - Development Density
This policy states that development within regional centres, town centre and close to key public transport routes 
and interchanges will be required to achieve a high density appropriate to the location and context.

Unitary Development Plan ST15 - Historic Environment



This policy states that historic and cultural assets that contribute to the character of the city will be preserved and, 
wherever possible and appropriate, enhanced.

Unitary Development Plan MX1 - Development in Mixed-use Areas
This policy states that a wide range of uses and activities (housing, offices, tourism, leisure, culture, education, 
community facilities, retail, infrastructure, knowledge-based employment) are permitted within the identified mixed 
use areas (Chapel Street East, Chapel Street West, Salford Quays and Ordsall Lane Riverside Corridor).

Unitary Development Plan DES1 - Respecting Context
This policy states that development will be required to respond to its physical context and respect the positive 
character of the local area in which it is situated and contribute towards a local identity and distinctiveness.

Unitary Development Plan DES2 - Circulation and Movement
This policy states that the design and layout of new development will be required to be fully accessible to all 
people, maximise the movement of pedestrians and cyclists through and around the site safely, be well related to 
public transport and local amenities and minimise potential conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and other road 
users.

Unitary Development Plan DES5 - Tall Buildings
This policy states that tall buildings will be permitted where: the scale of the development is appropriate; the 
location is highly accessible; the building would positively relate to adjacent public realm; is of high quality design; 
makes a positive contribution to the skyline; would not detract from important views; would not cause unacceptable 
overshadowing or overlooking, detrimental to the amenity of neighbouring occupiers; be no unacceptable impact 
on the setting of a listed building or value of a conservation area; be no unacceptable impact on microclimate; be 
no unacceptable impact on telecommunications; and there would be no unacceptable impact on aviation safety.

Unitary Development Plan DES7 - Amenity of Users and Neighbours
This policy states that all new development, alterations and extensions to existing buildings will be required to 
provide potential users with a satisfactory level of amenity in terms of space, sunlight, daylight, privacy, aspect 
and layout.  Development will not be permitted where it would have an unacceptable impact on the amenity of 
occupiers or users of other development.

Unitary Development Plan DES9 - Landscaping
This policy states that hard and soft landscaping should be provided where appropriate that is of a high quality 
and would enhance the design of the development, not detract from the safety and security of the area and would 
enhance the attractiveness and character of the built environment.

Unitary Development Plan DES10 - Design and Crime
This policy states that developments must be designed to discourage crime, antisocial behaviour, and the fear of 
crime. Development should i) be clearly delineated ii) allow natural surveillance iii) avoid places of concealment 
iv) encourage activity within public areas.

Unitary Development Plan H1 - Provision of New Housing Development
This policy states that all new housing will contribute toward the provision of a balanced housing mix; be built at 
an appropriate density; provide a high quality residential environment; make adequate provision for open space; 
where necessary make a contribution to local infrastructure and facilities required to support the development; 
and be consistent with other policies of the UDP.

Unitary Development Plan H8 - Open Space Provision Associated with New Housing Development
This policy states that planning permission will only be granted where there is adequate and appropriate provision 
for formal and informal open space, and its maintenance over a twenty-year period. Standards to be reached will 
be based upon policy R2 and guidance contained within Supplementary Planning Documents.

Unitary Development Plan E3 - Knowledge Capital
This policy states that a Knowledge Capital will be developed, focusing upon the “Arc of Opportunity” around the 
University of Salford. The provision of financial and professional services and other office based uses; creative, 
cultural and media industries; communications; research and development; and higher education will be 
emphasised.

Unitary Development Plan E5 - Development Within Established Employment Areas



This policy states that planning permission will only be granted for the reuse or redevelopment of sites or buildings 
within an established employment area for non-employment uses where the development would not compromise 
the operating conditions of other adjoining employment uses, and where one or more of the following apply:

a) The developer can demonstrate there is no current or likely future demand for the site for employment 
purposes
b) There is a strong case for rationalising land uses or creating open space
c) The development would contribute to the implementation of an approved regeneration strategy or plan 
for the area; and
d) The site is allocated for another use in the UDP.

Unitary Development Plan A2 - Cyclists, Pedestrians and the Disabled
This policy states that development proposals, road improvement schemes and traffic management measures 
will be required to make adequate provision for safe and convenient access by the disabled, other people with 
limited or impaired mobility, pedestrians and cyclists.

Unitary Development Plan A8 - Impact of Development on Highway Network
This policy states that development will not be permitted where it would i) have an unacceptable impact upon 
highway safety ii) cause an unacceptable restriction to the movement of heavy goods vehicles along Abnormal 
Load Routes.

Unitary Development Plan A10 - Provision of Car, Cycle and Motorcycle Parking in New Developments
This policy states that there should be adequate provision for disabled drivers, cyclists and motorcyclists, in 
accordance with the Council’s minimum standards; maximum car parking standards should not be exceeded; and 
parking facilities should be provided consistent with the provision and maintenance of adequate standards of 
safety and security.

Unitary Development Plan EN17 - Pollution Control
This policy states that in areas where existing levels of pollution exceed local or national standards, planning 
permission will only be granted where the development incorporates adequate measures to ensure that there is 
no unacceptable risk or nuisance to occupiers, and that they are provided with an appropriate and satisfactory 
level of amenity.

Unitary Development Plan EN19 - Flood Risk and Surface Water
This policy states that any application for development that it is considered likely to be at risk of flooding or increase 
the risk of flooding elsewhere will need to be accompanied by a formal flood risk assessment. It should identify 
mitigation or other measures to be incorporated into the development or undertaking on other land, which are 
designed to reduce that risk of flooding to an acceptable level.

Unitary Development Plan CH2 - Development Affecting the Setting of a Listed Building
This policy states that development will not be granted that would have an unacceptable impact on the setting of 
any listed building.

Unitary Development Plan CH5 - Archaeology
This policy states that planning permission will not be granted for development which would have an unacceptable 
impact on features of archaeological importance. Where planning permission is granted that will affect known or 
suspected remains, planning conditions will be imposed to secure the recording and evaluation of the remains. 

Unitary Development Plan CH8 - Local List of Buildings, Structures and Features of Architectural, Archaeological 
or Historic Interest
This policy states that the impact of development on any building, structure or feature that is identified on the 
council’s local list of buildings, structures and features of architectural, archaeological or historic interest will be a 
material planning consideration.

Unitary Development Plan DEV5 - Planning Conditions and Obligations
This policy states that development that would have an adverse impact on any interests of acknowledged 
importance, or would result in a material increase in the need or demand for infrastructure, services, facilities 
and/or maintenance, will only be granted planning permission subject to planning conditions or planning 
obligations that would ensure adequate mitigation measures are put in place.



Unitary Development Plan DEV6 - Incremental Development
This policy states that planning permission for incremental development will not be granted on sites within or 
immediately adjacent to an area identified for major development that would unacceptably hamper or reduce the 
development options for that wider area.
 
Other Material Planning Considerations

National Planning Policy

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG)

Local Planning Policy

Greengate Regeneration Strategy (February 2018)
In March 2014 the Council adopted the Greengate Regeneration Strategy. This replaced the Exchange Greengate 
Planning Guidance (2007). The Strategy was prepared at a time when market conditions were not favourable. 
These conditions have since improved and as such a revised Greengate Regeneration Strategy has now been 
adopted (February 2018).

The new Strategy encourages residential-led, mixed-use developments in this area. Paragraph 7.3 states that in 
key area a mix of uses should be provided at ground floor level to ensure a dynamic street scene. 

The Strategy also states that new public realm in the area should integrate with surrounding historic structures.

Supplementary Planning Document - Design
This document  reflects the need to design in a way that allows the city to support its population socially and 
economically, working with and inviting those affected into an inclusive decision making process. Equally, 
development must contribute to the creation of an environmentally sustainable city supporting the natural 
environment minimising the effects of, and being more adaptable to, the potential impact of climate change.

Supplementary Planning Document - Design and Crime
The design and crime supplementary planning document is used to help assess and determine planning 
applications and is intended to guide architects, developers, landscape architects and urban designers in 
designing out crime.

Supplementary Planning Document - Sustainable Design and Construction
This policy document expands on policies in Salford’s Unitary Development Plan to provide additional guidance 
for planners and developers on the integration of sustainable design and construction measures in new and 
existing developments.

Supplementary Planning Document - Planning Obligations
This policy document expands on the policies in Salford’s Unitary Development Plan to provide additional 
guidance on the use of planning obligations within the city. It explains the city council’s overall approach to the 
use of planning obligations, and sets out detailed advice on the use of obligations in ensuring that developments 
make an appropriate contribution to: affordable housing, open space, education, transport, public realm, and other 
infrastructure and services where appropriate. 

Supplementary Planning Document - Established Employment Areas
This document contains a number of polices that promotes sustainable economic growth, which both enhances 
prosperity and reduces inequalities.  The document encourages the provision of a wide range of employment 
opportunities, having regard to evidence based conclusions on need and demand.

Planning Guidance - Housing
The purpose of the guidance is to ensure that the residential development coming forward in Salford contributes 
to establishing and maintaining sustainable communities, tackles the specific housing and related issues that face 
Salford, and helps to deliver the vision and strategy of the UDP, the Housing Strategy and the Community Plan.

Planning Guidance - Flood Risk and Development



The overarching aim of the planning guidance is to ensure that new development in areas at risk of flooding in 
the city, is adequately protected from flooding and that the risks of flooding are not increased elsewhere as a 
result of new development.

It is not considered that there are any local finance considerations that are material to the application

The Revised Draft Greater Manchester Spatial Framework (‘GMSF’) was subject to public consultation at the start 
of 2019. The next version of the plan is expected to be published in summer 2020. In accordance with paragraph 
48 of the National Planning Policy Framework it is considered that very limited weight can be given to the policies 
in the GMSF.

The Publication Salford Local Plan: Development Management Policies and Designations (‘Local Plan’) was 
published on 27 January 2020 and comments are being invited until 20 March 2020.  This is the version of the 
document that the city council would like to adopt and has been subject to a significant amount of public 
consultation in previous stages of its production. However, in accordance with paragraph 48 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework the weight that can be given to the Local Plan currently is limited. Following the end 
of the period for comments, the city council will consider the comments made to determine the extent to which 
there are unresolved objections to the policies in the Plan. Those policies with less significant (or no) objections 
will be capable of carrying more weight than those with significant unresolved objections.
  
In addition, following the publication of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) it is necessary to consider 
the weight which can be afforded to the policies of the Council's adopted Unitary Development Plan (paragraph 
213 NPPF February 2019).

In terms of this application it is considered that the relevant policies of the UDP can be afforded due weight for 
the purposes of decision making as the relevant criteria within the UDP policies applicable to the proposed 
development are consistent with the policies contained in the NPPF.

Appraisal 

The main planning issues to be considered in the determination of this application are as follows: -  

1. Principle of development
a) Loss of employment land;
b) Principle of residential development;
c) Housing mix and type; and
d) Affordable housing  

2. Built form
a) Design and Layout; 
b) Impact upon designated heritage assets
c) Archaeology; 
d) Landscaping;
e) Design and security

  3. Amenity
a) Air Quality
b) Noise
c) General amenity matters
d) Off-site amenity impacts

4. Highway matters
5. Flood risk, drainage and utilities 
6. Land contamination 
7. Ecology 
8. Planning Obligations 

Principle of Development

a) Loss of employment land 

The application seeks the loss of an existing employment site whereby the provisions of Policy E5 of the UDP 
apply. In this regard it is understood that the existing occupant is currently in the process of relocating elsewhere 



within the City and therefore the building is to become vacant. Whilst it is acknowledged that no supporting 
evidence or marketing information has been submitted which demonstrates that there is no current or likely future 
demand for the site for employment purposes, the wider aspirations of the area with reference to the Greengate 
Regeneration Strategy (February 2018) is of particular importance and represents significant weight in the 
determination of this application (in compliance to with criterion 2c of Policy E5). It is also recognised that given 
the sustainability of the site the existing use does not represent an efficient use of land with sufficient, and more 
ideally located, alternative employment sites positioned beyond Trinity Way and towards Bury New Road. 

In addition to the above, criterion 1 of Policy E5 supports the redevelopment of employment land providing the 
operating conditions of other remaining employment uses are not compromised. As evidenced on site, the 
commercial business to the north is unlikely to be significantly affected given the availability of off-street car 
parking associated with that use which appears predominantly office based. With reference to the adjoining land 
uses to the east, the buildings are currently vacant and are due to be redeveloped to facilitate the residential led 
Copperworks scheme. Beyond the Copperworks lies Blueprint Studios which has the potential to generate 
significant noise, however, remains both culturally and internationally significant as recognised through the 
Greengate Regeneration Strategy (paragraph 5.4). Notwithstanding this, the Council’s Environmental Officer is 
satisfied that the mitigation measures employed within the proposed development are sufficient to ensure the 
amenities of future residents are preserved and the operational requirements of the Studios maintained. On this 
basis it is considered that the development complies with the provisions of Policy E5 of the UDP. 

b) Principle of residential development

This application represents the consolidation of an existing brownfield site within the bounds of the Regional 
Centre and within close proximity to a variety of facilities, amenities and employment opportunities. Local bus 
services along Blackfriars Road and Chapel Street provide access to various facilities, services and employment 
opportunities further afield. In addition to this, Salford Central Railway Station is also within walking distance.

As such, it is considered that the application site represents a sustainable site for development in accordance with 
the overarching objectives of the NPPF and the provisions of Retained Policy MX1 of the Salford UDP. This policy 
specifically encourages new housing in this area together with a range of other uses in order to create a vibrant 
mix of uses.

A new residential building upon this site is also envisaged by the Greengate Regeneration Strategy. The 
‘Opportunities and Constraints’ chapter of this Strategy identifies that the site and adjacent plots to the north and 
east (beyond Blueprint Studios) would ideally accommodate high density residential mid-rise buildings. This, 
together with Spectrum immediately to the south and Copperworks to the east, places the site at the centre of a 
future residential area. 

In context with the locally listed Blueprint Studios and the provisions of Policy CH8 of the UDP relating to the need 
for development to have regard to heritage assets, an 18 storey building in location is considered to accord with 
the provisions of the Strategy and the broader benefits of delivering a residential scheme which is an efficient use 
of land in a highly sustainable urban location.  

c) Housing mix and type

Policy HOU1 of the Council’s Housing Planning Guidance states that apartments are the most appropriate form 
of housing in this area. This is on the basis that the site is located within the bounds of the Regional Centre and 
as such is highly accessible. 

Policy HOU2 of the Guidance states that where apartments are preferred, a broad mix should be provided. This 
includes in terms of both overall size and the number of bedrooms. Preferably, the majority of apartments would 
comprise a minimum of two bedrooms and measure no less than 57 square metres. This ensures that apartments 
can reasonably be adapted to suit the changing needs of occupants.

The development would comprise 115 apartments within the Regional Centre. Of these, 60 (or 52%) would 
comprise two or more bedrooms and the remaining 55 (48%) would comprise one bedroom. It is therefore 
considered that the development accords with the provisions of Policy HOU1.

Having regard to Policy HOU2, the proposed split of housing equates to: 
 55 x1 bedroomed units (48%);



 58 x2 bedroomed units (50%); and 
 2 x3 bedroomed units (2%). 

Of which, all of the above two and three bedroomed units offer a layout which makes them adaptable to the 
changing needs of current and future occupants, and also afford a floor-space provision in excess of 57sqm. On 
this basis the proposal accords with the aspirations of Policy HOU2 of the Housing Planning Guidance. 

d) Affordable housing  

In accordance with Policy H4 of the Salford UDP and accompanying Policy OB1 of the Refreshed Planning 
Obligations SPD (2019), the development attracts a minimum requirement of 10% affordable housing provision. 
This equates to 12 units which, as requested through Policy OB1, shall be 100% intermediate housing. In this 
regard the affordable housing provision should reflect the dwelling mix across the development as a whole. 

An alternative off-site provision or a financial contribution of broadly equivalent value may also be accepted if 
suitably justified.

At the present time it has not been confirmed as to whether the affordable housing will be provided on site or 
through a financial contribution. However, the applicant is not arguing viability and therefore for the purposes of 
this application the development will either provide 12 on-site affordable housing units (6 x1 bedroomed and 6 x2 
bedroomed) or a financial contribution based upon Open Market Values to be agreed at a later stage through the 
S106 agreement. 

Subject to the signing of the S106 agreement, the proposal is considered to comply with the stipulations of Policy 
H4 of the UDP and Policy OB1 of the Refreshed Planning Obligations SPD (2019).
 
Built Form

a) Design and Layout

Policy DES1 of the Salford UDP states that development will be required to respond to its physical context, respect 
the positive character of the local area in which it is situated and contribute towards local identity and 
distinctiveness. This is supplemented by Policy DES5 which seeks to ensure that tall buildings are in highly 
accessible locations and appropriate to their context and location.

As clarified through the Greengate Regeneration Strategy, the area to which this application relates is envisioned 
for higher density mid-rise residential development to meet the clear aspirations of the Strategy in delivering a 
sustainable urban neighbourhood with the highest quality of design, both in terms of built form and public realm 
improvements. This is assessed against the need to preserve and enhance the historic integrity of local 
designated heritage assets. 



Figure 10: CGI of development within the cityscape viewed from the west.

The proposal seeks the construction of a 17 to 18 storey residential block which will be brought forward in 
conjunction with the adjoining Copperworks scheme. As evidenced within the supporting documentation, the 
height is informed by the site’s position into the Greengate quarter and wider sustainability credentials which 
encourages the efficient use of brownfield land in such locations. This is in addition to the aspirations of the 
Strategy which encourages medium scale forms which positively respond to the character and appearance of the 
area as per the approved Copperworks scheme and adjacent Sprectrum and Blackfriars developments (both of 
which stand between 14 to 17 storeys in height).  

In respect to design, visual interest is created through the articulation of the fenestration patterns and materiality 
of the scheme which seeks to utilise alternating brickwork and metallic cladding in order to build upon the local 
distinctiveness of the area. This is supported by the staggering of the development and the incorporation of 
window reveals/balconies to create the perception of depth and further reduce the solidity of the building. This is 
considered to sympathetically integrate, yet remain independent from, the adjoining Copperworks scheme and 
nearby residential developments of a similarly contemporary appearance. It is noted, however, that the palette of 
materials has not yet been finalised and therefore in any grant of permission is it considered necessary to request 
such details prior to any above ground works taking place. 

Having regard to accessibility and the positioning of open aspects, the arrangement of active frontages along 
Queen Street is appropriate within the site’s immediate context and positively responds to the permeability of the 
development within the Greengate quarter. 

Taking the above into account, it is considered that the legibility of the scheme in context with the surrounding 
built form is acceptable and will contribute to the city’s skyline in accordance with the provisions of Policies DES1 
and DES5 of the UDP. 



Figure 11: CGI of proposed development – west facing elevation fronting Queen Street

In addition to the above, Policy DES5 states that tall buildings should not generate adverse microclimate effects. 
In this regard a Wind Assessment has been submitted in support of the application which confirms that no 
significant effects will be generated which could impact upon the pedestrian environment at ground level. It has 
been outlined, however, that mitigation in the form of a 1.5m high screen (preferably 2m) to the 17th floor terraces 
is necessary given the potential for adverse wind effects. As a result such mitigation has been incorporated into 
the scheme and is presented on the proposed approved elevational drawings. A condition attached to any grant 
of permission is recommended to ensure that the screens are installed and maintained prior to first use of the 
terraces.  

b) Impact upon designated heritage assets

In the consideration of heritage assets, Policies CH2 and CH8 of the UDP apply. These policies require that 
prospective development should not have an unacceptable impact upon the setting of locally listed, and listed, 
buildings. 

The UDP is supported by the NPPF which under Paragraph 189 makes clear that “In determining applications, 
local planning authorities should require an applicant to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, 
including any contribution made by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ 
importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the proposal on their significance”. 



Additionally, Paragraph 190 states that “Local planning authorities should identify and assess the particular 
significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including by development affecting the 
setting of a heritage asset) taking account of the available evidence and any necessary expertise. They should 
take this into account when considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or minimise any 
conflict between the heritage asset’s conservation and any aspect of the proposal”. 

This is followed by Paragraph 194 which indicates that “Any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a designated 
heritage asset (from its alteration or destruction, or from development within its setting), should require clear and 
convincing justification” and the provisions of Paragraph 196 which goes further in stating that “Where a 
development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, 
this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal including, where appropriate, securing its 
optimum viable use”.

The nearest locally listed building to the site is Blueprint Studios to the east. This building is the primary 
architectural element of Queen Street and as such new development adjacent to it must be appropriately designed 
and detailed.

It is important to highlight that this development will be brought forward in conjunction with the Copperworks 
development, a residential scheme positioned in between the proposal and Blueprint Studios. In this regard the 
staggering of the development from Blueprint Studios provides visual relief and reinforces the primacy of Blueprint 
Studios along Queen Street. To this end sufficient distance would be maintained around this heritage asset to 
ensure that the proposal would not read as being overly dominant within the streetscape. Importantly, when 
viewed from Collier Street and the future public spaces adjacent to it in accordance with the Strategy, Blueprint 
Studios would remain the key focus. The relationship would be further enhanced by the use of brick to 
acknowledge, and remain sympathetic to, the historic integrity of the area. It is also considered that the contrasting 
colouration of the brick is appropriate within this setting and benefits the scheme and its relationship with Blueprint 
Studios. 

In accordance with Policy CH2 of the UDP, it is also considered that the proposed building would not detrimentally 
harm the significance of nearby national listed buildings. This includes the Grade II Eagle Inn and Grade II* Former 
Public Baths to the north and the Grade II Black Friars Public House and Grade II* Manchester Tennis and 
Racquet Club to the south-west and south respectively.

In this regard the immediate surrounding area has undergone significant change in recent years and this change 
is expected to continue. This will, and has, resulted in the construction of a number of larger scale buildings in 
this area which typify the future vision of the Strategy and embody the principles of sustainable development. 

These new forms have significantly altered the settings of the aforementioned listed buildings, in particular Black 
Friars Public House and Manchester Tennis and Racquet Club, both of which now form part of, or adjoin, larger 
scale residential buildings.

Given the relationship of the site to both these buildings and the fact that higher forms (including Spectrum and 
Black Friars) now stand between it and these heritage assets, the proposed development could not readily be 
appreciated together with either heritage building and therefore would not cause harm to their respective settings. 

The proposed building would also be positioned within close proximity to the Former Public Baths and Eagle Inn 
a short distance to the north. However, given the separation distance which would exist between these buildings, 
it is considered that less than substantial harm would be caused to the settings of these heritage assets. This 
viewpoint considers not only the existing condition of the area but also the proposed future condition, as detailed 
in the Strategy. 

In accordance with Paragraph 196 of the NPPF, where a proposal leads to less than substantial harm this should 
be weighed against the public benefits of the development, including securing the optimum viable re-use of the 
land.

In this regard the applicant has agreed to contribute significantly to the enhancement of the public realm and 
through a high quality design which supports the wider regeneration of the area, in addition to the provision of 
increased housing, represents public benefits which outweigh any associated harm. Moreover, it is considered 
that the proposal represents an optimum viable re-use of land and given the contextual changes seen and further 
envisaged for the area, the site is suitable for this quantum of residential development. It is also noted that Historic 



England are satisfied with the proposal and do not wish to make any further comment on the appropriateness of 
this development. 

To this end, it is considered that the benefits generated by the development and the appropriateness of the 
proposed use outweigh any residual impacts upon the settings of nearby designated heritage assets in 
accordance with the Greengate Strategy and provisions of Policies DES1, DES5, CH2 and CH8 of the UDP and 
the related paragraphs of the NPPF.

c) Archaeology 

Policy CH5 of the UDP indicates that planning permission will not be granted for development which would have 
an unacceptable impact on features of archaeological importance. Where planning permission is granted that will 
affect known or suspected remains, planning conditions will be imposed to secure the recording and evaluation 
of the remains. 

As evidenced within the submitted Archaeological Assessment the site was once occupied by late eighteenth and 
early ninetieth century housing and therefore represents a site of archaeological heritage interest. The 
Assessment suggests that below ground preservation may be good and therefore a programme of archaeological 
evaluation, trenching and recording should be undertaken following the demolition of the standing buildings but 
prior to any development related groundworks. This is considered an appropriate strategy by the Greater 
Manchester Archaeological Advisory Service and therefore subject to an appropriately worded condition, complies 
with Policy CH5 of the UDP. 

d) Landscaping

Policy DES9 of the Salford UDP states that developments will be required to incorporate appropriate hard and 
soft landscaping.

Given the expanse of the proposed development across the site the opportunities available to provide any 
widespread landscaping is limited. However, the architect has incorporated two large terraces which will 
incorporate landscaped areas as detailed within the submitted Landscape & Public Realm Design Statement. 



Figure 12: Proposed ideology with respect to landscaping works

Figure 13: Proposed landscaping scheme for terraces

In respect to public realm works within the immediate vicinity of the building, the applicant is proposing the 
incorporation of dark grey clay pavers and the inclusion of four street trees. The tree species are to be a tight, 
columnar form with a maximum canopy spread of 2m – preferably a Prunus Amanogawa. In response, the 
Council’s Landscape Architect is not in support of Prunus Amanogawa and recommends the incorporation of a 
Fagus sylvatica ‘Dawyck’ or Carpinus betulus ‘Frans Fontaine’ within this setting. 

In referencing other comments made by the Council’s Landscape Architect it is considered that such matters can be resolved 
through the attachment of an appropriately worded landscaping/biodiversity enhancement condition. 

It is therefore considered that the level of detail provided to date is sufficient to principally support the extent of 
proposed landscaping subject to the attachment of a landscaping condition to require further details to be 
submitted which satisfactorily complies with the provisions of Retained Policy DES9 of the Salford UDP.

e) Design and Security 

A Crime Impact Statement has been submitted in support of this application which the Greater Manchester Police 
have reviewed and raised no objection to, subject to the development reflecting the physical security specifications 
outlined within the Statement. This advice includes the inclusion of visitor cycle parking stands and a control entry 
system throughout the building. 

In response, the applicant is to install four cycle parking stands to the southern footway adjacent to the proposed 
development and will be implementing a control entry system throughout the building in order to ensure security 
for residents. The application is therefore considered to be complaint with Policy DES10 of the UDP.

Amenity

Policy DES7 of the UDP states that “all new development …will be required to provide potential users with a 
satisfactory level of amenity in terms of space, sunlight, daylight, privacy, aspect and layout. Development will not 



be permitted where it would have an unacceptable impact on the amenity of the occupiers or users of other 
developments.” This is supported and supplemented by Policy EN17 which relates to pollution control.

a) Air Quality 

The application site is located within the Council’s Air Quality Management Area (AQMA). The Council’s 
Environmental Consultant has advised that, whilst there is potential for future occupants to be exposed to levels 
of air pollution, the Air Quality Assessment submitted in support of this application predicts that the maximum 
concentrations of NO2 at the façade of the new development will amount to 33.7 μg/m3 and is therefore 
significantly below the limit value of 40 μg/m3. 

It is also acknowledged that the proposal does not include car parking and therefore the development itself is 
unlikely to impact upon the local air quality. Whilst it is anticipated that the development would nevertheless 
generate some demand for on-street parking space, it is considered that the absence of parking facilities on site 
would discourage vehicle ownership. This, in turn, would assist in maintaining local air quality.

To this end the Council’s Environmental Consultant is satisfied that the proposal would not significantly or 
demonstrably impact upon air quality and is therefore considered acceptable. 

b) Noise 

The application site is positioned within a city centre location and therefore a degree of noise and disturbance 
should be expected. Additionally, the provision of a vibrant mix of uses here is encouraged by both the Strategy 
and Retained Policy MX1 of the Salford UDP.

In response to this the Council’s Environmental Consultant recognises that the site is located within close proximity 
to Trinity Way and the adjacent Blueprint Studios whereby there is potential for noise and disturbance. 

A Noise Impact Assessment has been submitted which has modelled the potential impacts of the development 
upon the amenities of future occupants. The results of the survey indicate that any adverse impacts can be 
appropriately mitigated through the incorporation of acoustic glazing combined with acoustic passive ventilators 
and other forms of mitigation which has yet to be formally agreed. On this basis no objection is raised by the 
Council’s Environmental Consultant subject to the attachment of a condition requesting the submission of a 
detailed noise mitigation scheme for the building’s envelope. 

Though both Blackfriars Road and Trinity Way will continue to generate high levels of noise which will impact 
upon the amenity value of upper level balconies/terraces, this is again typical of living in a location such as this 
and is at the discretion of future residents. Whatever the extent of their use, the proposed balconies/terraces 
would provide future residents with added amenity space complementing the communal terraces on the 17th floor.  

c) General amenity matters

It is considered that the internal configuration of the building is also acceptable with all apartments featuring 
appropriately sized living spaces which benefit from a sufficient degree of outlook via generously sized windows 
and patio doors. A number of apartments would also feature balconies and all residents would have access to the 
aforementioned communal facilities which significantly enhances the amenities afforded to future occupants.

d) Off-site amenity impacts

Insofar as off-site amenity impacts are concerned, it is noted that whilst the building would be constructed within 
close proximity of Spectrum (between 10m -11.5m), the resultant reduced outlook from facing apartments would 
be consistent with that expected in an inner-city location such as this. This impact must be balanced against the 
benefits adjacent residents enjoy, including increased access to facilities, services and employment opportunities. 

Importantly, in accordance with the overarching objectives of the NPPF and the aspirations of the Greengate 
Strategy, both the proposed and adjacent buildings exemplify the principles of sustainable development. To this 
end, both buildings make the best use of land in this highly accessible location. This, in turn, will inevitably result 
in amenity impacts, including loss of outlook. Again, it is considered that the degree of this impact is however 
acceptable in this location, particularly given angled longer distance views would be maintained.



In this context, it is considered that the separation distance between the proposed building and Spectrum is 
sufficient to safeguard the level of amenity which should reasonably be expected in this location in the future. 

In respect to the accompanying Copperworks development, there would be no facing windows which would be 
detrimentally impacted through a loss of outlook, overbearing effect or loss of sunlight as outlined within the 
submitted Sunlight Study. To this end the proposal creates an acceptable relationship between the two schemes. 

It is also considered that the proposed development would not preclude the develop-ability of other adjacent sites 
to the north and west should these also come forward for development in the future given the distances maintained 
and associated scaling which corresponds with the aspirations of the Strategy. 

It is therefore considered that the development accords with the provisions of Policies DES7 and EN17 of the 
Salford UDP.

Highway matters

Paragraph 109 of the NPPF states that applications for planning permission should only be refused on highways 
grounds where there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual cumulative impacts of 
a development are severe. 

In addition to this, Policy A8 of the UDP states that development will not be permitted where it would have an 
unacceptable impact on highway safety by virtue of traffic generation, access, parking or servicing arrangements.

As previously noted, the site is in a highly accessible location and as such future residents will benefit from 
immediate access to a number of sustainable transport options, including local bus and rail services. These 
services provide direct access to Manchester city centre and other regional centres which in turn provide facilities, 
services and employment opportunities. 

The application does not propose the provision of car parking on site with the applicant’s desire to provide an 
alternative 100% provision for cycle storage (115 bays) through a two tiered cycle storage system. Further to 
review from the Council’s Highways Officer is has been confirmed that a 50% provision (58 bays) would be 
sufficient. However, 100% delivery is welcomed in principle subject to the submission of an appropriate cycle 
storage system which demonstrates that such provision can be incorporated into the scheme. On this basis the 
Highways Officer accepts the attachment of a condition requesting that such details are submitted and agreed 
prior to occupation. 

It is therefore considered that the suite of transport options and the proximity of local 
facilities/services/employment opportunities available to residents will reduce demands for on-street parking 
space. The use of sustainable transport options must however be engrained in residents upon first occupation of 
the building. To this end, in the interests of ensuring a truly sustainable development, it is recommended that a 
condition be included on any permission issued requiring the submission of a Travel Plan detailing the measures 
that will be implemented to promote the use of sustainable options. Importantly, in addition to this, the applicant 
has now also committed to fund residents public transport passes.  

Having regard to the availability of on-street car parking, the double yellow lines are to be retained along King 
Street (to the south) and those adjacent to the application site along Queen Street to the north and west. 
Notwithstanding this, the Council’s Highways Officer considers that there is sufficient car parking along the 
northern section of Queen Street (restricted to 1hr between 8:00 and 18:00 Monday to Friday) should there be a 
need (i.e. for disabled drivers). 

In respect to comments received by the TfGM, the applicant has provided additional supporting information which 
explains that, and is supported by, the Council’s Highways Officer:

 In the consideration of paragraph 56 of the NPPF the request for the applicant to fund improvements at 
the junction of Great Ducie Street/Victoria Street and Trinity Way (over 800m from the application site) 
does not directly relate to this development, is not fairly and reasonably related to the scale and kind of 
the development and is not necessary to make the proposal acceptable in planning terms. Additionally, it 
is known that the signalised crossing referred to at Trinity Way/Springfield Way is already funded by 
Salford City Council through the Tranche 2 of the Bee Network proposals and therefore, as confirmed by 
the Council’s Highways Officer, this additional contribution is not required;



 A review of the Traffic Regulation Order has been undertaken and is outlined within the submitted 
Transport Assessment which seeks to retain the Orders in situ;

 The redundant vehicle access points which serve the existing site will be reinstated as continuous footway 
(and shall be conditioned in any grant of permission); and

 There is provision for a continuous 2m wide footway through the surrounding development as confirmed 
on the submitted plans recommended for approval; 

In taking into account the above considerations, the proposal complies with the provisions of Policy A8 of the UDP 
and the provisions of Paragraph 109 of the NPPF. 

Flood risk, drainage and utilities 

Retained Policy EN19 of the UDP states that “development will not be permitted where it would …be subject to 
an unacceptable risk of flooding, materially increase the risk of flooding elsewhere or result in an unacceptable 
maintenance liability for the city council or any other agency in terms of dealing with flooding issues.”

The application site is located within Flood Zone 1 and is less than 1ha in size. As such, a flood risk assessment 
was not required yet has been submitted for consideration. 

In this regard the development is classed as More Vulnerable owing to its residential use which is deemed to be 
appropriate within this flood zone. It is also emphasised that the site has not been identified as being at high risk 
of surface water flooding.

The Environment Agency’s national dataset, Areas Susceptible to Groundwater Flooding (ASTGWF) indicates 
that the risk class for this 1km map square is less than 25% for clearwater groundwater flooding. Additionally, the 
development is categorized as a brownfield site in the Core Conurbation Critical Drainage Area whereby the 
Salford Flood Risk Assessment user guide requires a reduction in surface water runoff to 50% of the existing or 
greenfield runoff, whichever is greater.  

Considering the above the Council’s Drainage Engineer is satisfied that the proposed development is acceptable 
subject to the attachment of a condition requesting the submission of a drainage strategy, alongside the 
submission of a surface water management and maintenance plan. This plan will assist in ensuring that the site 
drainage system is maintained throughout its lifetime.

In addition to the above, United Utilities also raise no objection subject to the submission of a drainage strategy 
and that foul and surface water drainage should be on separate systems. 

Subject to the above, the proposal is considered compliant with the provisions of Policy EN19 of the UDP. 

Contaminated Land

NPPF paragraph 121 states that planning decisions should ensure that the proposed site is suitable for its new 
use taking account of ground conditions, including pollution arising from previous uses and any proposals for 
mitigation including land remediation or impacts on the natural environment arising from that remediation. 

The application has been assessed against UDP policy EN17 which is considered to fully accord with the 
provisions of NPPF.

The application is supported by a Phase 1 Desk Study which assesses the site as having a low risk of 
contamination and a moderate risk from ground gas. However, the development will be predominantly 
hardstanding which will serve as a break between any ground contamination and the end users. The report 
therefore recommends further site investigation is undertaken to quantify any contamination, and, where required, 
determine an appropriate remediation strategy. 

On this basis the Council’s Environmental Consultant accepts the conclusions of the report and raises no objection 
subject to the incorporation of two conditions:

1. A Phase 2 Site Investigation Report is submitted; and 
2. Pursuant to the remediation strategy, and prior to first use or occupation a verification report, which 

validates that all remedial works undertaken on site were completed in accordance with those 



agreed with the Local Planning Authority, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority.

Subject to these conditions the proposal is considered acceptable and in accordance with Policy EN17 of the UDP 
and relevant paragraphs of the NPPF. 

Ecology

Having regard to ecology, the NPPF incorporates measures to conserve and enhance the natural and local 
environment, including 'Biodiversity and Geological Conservation'. Paragraph 175 of the NPPF requires that in 
determining planning applications significant harm resulting from a development should be avoided, adequately 
mitigated, or, as a last resort compensated for; and opportunities to incorporate biodiversity in and around 
developments should be encouraged.

The application is supported by a Preliminary Ecological Appraisal which has been reviewed by the Greater 
Manchester Ecological Unit (GMEU). 

The response received by the GMEU has requested that there should be no removal of any hedgerows, trees or 
shrubs between 1st March and 31st August unless a competent ecologist has undertaken a careful, detailed check 
of vegetation for active bird’s nests. Additionally, the Unit recommends the attachment of a condition requesting 
a scheme for Biodiversity Enhancement Measures in accordance with Paragraph 175 of the NPPF.

In respect to the first point, it is not the purpose of the planning system to replicate legislation and therefore an 
informative will be attached for the applicant’s consideration. 

Having regard to the second point, it is considered reasonably necessary to attach a condition requesting the 
submission of a scheme for Biodiversity Enhancement measures in accordance with Paragraph 175 of the NPPF. 

In addition to the above the GMEU has explained that at the present time insufficient information has been 
submitted in respect to roosting bats despite no bats or signs of bats being found during the preliminary surveys 
which included the following measures;

 The building was visually inspected using binoculars from all aspects;
 The building’s exterior was inspected for signs of suitability for boost roosting through potential access 

points through lifted or loose tiles, gaps in the brickwork, and gaps under the soffits. 
 The interior of the building was also inspected; the loft space was accessed and inspected for drafts, 

visible signs of entry points (e.g. light sources from outside), visible signs of bars (e.g. bat faecal matter 
or roosting bats), gaps within the roofing felt or brickwork.

Furthermore, the surrounding habitat is deemed mainly urban and assessed within the appraisal as having a 
negligible potential for community and foraging bats. Despite this, the ecologist concluded that the building had a 
‘moderate’ potential to support roosting bats and therefore further emergence surveys were required during the 
optimum season (May to September). 

The applicant has commissioned an Ecologist to undertake those surveys when the bat season commences in 
May. The results of those surveys will inform whether a detailed mitigation plan is necessary to accompany the 
submission of a European Protected Species License to Natural England. 

Whilst at this stage there is some uncertainty as to whether there are any bat roosts within the building, attention 
is drawn to the Bat Survey undertaken on the 29th September 2017 to support the adjoining Copperworks scheme. 
This survey included an assessment of the building at 55 Queen Street and concluded that:

 No suitable bat roosting cavities were found internally or externally upon full inspection.

Given the results of the survey it was concluded that the building was considered to offer negligible bat roost 
suitability. 

It is therefore considered that, in this instance, the application can be brought before the Planning Panel with a 
recommendation to grant planning permission subject to the undertaking of the necessary emergence surveys 
and the submission of details of any resultant mitigation which might be required prior to the issue of the decision 
notice. 



Planning obligations

The Council’s Refreshed Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) details when 
contributions are required and how these are calculated. 

In accordance with the SPD, the site is located in a ‘high value’ area where contributions for open space are 
required together with any site-specific projects that Local Planning Authority considers necessary to mitigate the 
impacts of a development. A contribution towards education is not required on this site. 

The Council’s S106 Officer has advised that the delivery of public realm works in this area is the highest priority. 
To this end, a single public realm contribution of £517,500 (£4,500 per dwelling) is considered appropriate in lieu 
of separate and smaller open space and public realm payments.

Importantly, the SPD does not require a specific public realm contribution and the requested figure significantly 
exceeds any open space payment which may be required in accordance with policy. To this end, it is considered 
that the required public realm contribution fully mitigates the impacts of the development and as such the S106 
legal agreement need not include a clawback clause. 

In addition to this, the Council’s Highways Officer has advised that in order to effectively market the availability of 
sustainable transport options and encourage their use, a sustainable transport budget of £5,700 is required. This 
includes the funding of bus/Metrolink passes and/or bicycle coupons for future residents.

The applicant is also in agreement to provide either 12 affordable housing units on site or provide a financial 
contribution for the provision of affordable housing off-site in accordance with the requirements of the SPD.

The applicant accepts these contributions and as such no assessment of viability has been undertaken. To this 
end, it is recommended that the Council enter into a legal agreement with the applicant in accordance with Section 
106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 to secure the aforementioned contributions.

Conclusion

The proposed development represents the consolidation of an existing brownfield site within the bounds of the 
Regional Centre. This site benefits from immediate access to a number of local facilities, amenities and 
employment opportunities as well as a variety of sustainable transport options providing access to 
facilities/services/employment opportunities further afield. To this end, it is considered that the development 
accords with the overarching objectives of the NPPF.

Recommendation

That planning permission be granted subject to the following planning conditions and that:

Prior to the issue of the decision notice the applicant will submit to and agree in writing with the Local Planning 
Authority Bat Emergence Surveys and any resultant migration measures which might be required in order to 
protect the European Protected Species. 

i. The City Solicitor be authorised to enter into a legal agreement under Section 106 of the Town and 
Country Planning Act 1990 to secure the following heads of terms:

 £517,500 Directed towards Greengate Park 
 The provision of either 12 affordable housing units (6 x1 bedroomed and 6 x2 bedroomed) on-site 

or the payment of a financial contribution for the provision of affordable housing off-site.  
 £5,700 towards a sustainable transport budget for the funding of bus/Metrolink passes and/or 

bicycle coupons for future residents of the development.  

ii. That the applicant be informed that the Council is minded to grant planning permission, subject to the 
conditions stated below, on completion of such legal agreement;

iii. That authority be given for the decision notice relating to the application be issued, (subject to the 
conditions and reasons stated below) on completion of the above-mentioned legal agreement.



Conditions 

1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun no later than three years beginning with the date of 
this permission.

Reason: Required to be imposed by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as 
amended).

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following plans:

Existing Site Location Plan Dwg. MP_02_1003
Proposed Site Plan Dwg.MP_02_1200 Rev 0
Proposed North Elevation (with approved adjacent CopperWorks building) – Dwg. 126_B1_04_2210 Rev 
A
Proposed South Elevation (with approved adjacent CopperWorks building) – Dwg. 126_B1_04_2202 Rev 
A 
Proposed East Elevation (with approved adjacent CopperWorks building) – Dwg. 126_B1_04_2203 Rev 
A
Proposed West Elevation – Dwg. 126_B1_04_2200 Rev B
Proposed North Elevation (with existing adjacent building) – Dwg. 126_B1_04_2211 Rev A
Proposed South Elevation (with existing adjacent building) – Dwg. 126_B1_04_2212 Rev C
Proposed East Elevation (with existing adjacent building) – Dwg. 126_B1_04_2213 
Proposed Section AA (with existing adjacent building) – Dwg. 126_B1_05_2200
Ground Floor Plan Dwg. B1_02_2200
First Floor Plan Dwg. B1_02_2201 Rev A 
Typical Upper Floor Plan Level 02-04 Dwg. B1_02_2202
Typical Upper Floor Plan Level 05-15 Dwg. B1_02_2205
Duplex Lower Floor Plan Level 16 Dwg. 126_B1_02_2216 
Duplex Upper Floor Plan Level 17 Dwg. B1_02_2217
Proposed Roof Plan Dwg. B1_02_2218
Typical Bay Study 01 Street Level Dwg. B1_10_4200 Rev B
Typical Bay Study 02 Typical Apartment Bay Dwg B1_10_4201 Rev B

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

3. Notwithstanding the details shown on the plans hereby approved, no above ground construction works 
save construction of the building core, shall be undertaken until drawings of the window details at a scale 
of 1:20, fenestration specification and full details (including samples where relevant) of the materials to 
be used externally on the building(s) have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority. Details concerning the materials shall include their type, colour and texture. The 
development shall be constructed in accordance with the materials and details so approved.

 
Reason: In order to ensure a satisfactory appearance in the interests of visual amenity in accordance with 
Policy DES1 of the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the requirements of the National 
Planning Policy Framework.

4. Notwithstanding the details shown on the approved plans, the development hereby permitted shall not be 
occupied until full details of both hard and soft landscape works have been submitted to and approved in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The details shall include:

 All hard surface finishes, including permeable paving;
 Planting plans, specifications and schedules (including plant sizes, species and 

numbers/densities) and a scheme detailing the timing/phasing of all landscape works; 
 Details of the pergolas, the seating and proposed decking to be used; and
 Details of all raised planters and pots, including their volumes. The planters/pots shall be large 

enough to support appropriately sized trees/vegetation.



All landscaping works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved scheme for timing/phasing or 
within 18 months of the first occupation of the development, whichever is the later.

All trees or shrubs planted in accordance with this condition which are removed, uprooted, are destroyed, 
die or become severely damaged or become seriously diseased within five years of planting shall be 
replaced within the next planting season by trees or shrubs of similar size and species to those originally 
required to be planted unless the Local Planning Authority gives its consent in writing to any variation.

Reason: To ensure that the site is satisfactorily landscaped having regard to its location and the nature 
of the development in accordance with Policies DES1 and DES9 of the Salford Unitary Development Plan 
and the National Planning Policy Framework.

5. Prior to the commencement of development (except for demolition) a Phase 2 Site Investigation report 
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The investigation shall 
address the nature, degree and distribution of land contamination on site and shall include an identification 
and assessment of the risk to receptors focusing primarily on risks to human health, groundwater and the 
wider environment.  

Should unacceptable risks be identified the applicant shall also submit to and agree with the Local 
Planning Authority in writing a contaminated land remediation strategy prior to commencement of 
development (except for demolition).  

Reason:  To prevent pollution of the water environment and to ensure the safe development of the site in 
the interests of the amenity of future occupiers in accordance with Policy EN17 of the City of Salford 
Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

Reason for pre-commencement condition: Any works on site could affect any contamination which may 
be present and hinder the effective remediation of any contamination causing a risk to the health of future 
occupiers and harm to the environment, hence the initial investigation must be carried out before works 
commence.

6. Pursuant to condition 5; and prior to first use or occupation a verification report, which validates that all 
remedial works undertaken on site were completed in accordance with those agreed with the Local 
Planning Authority, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason:  To prevent pollution of the water environment and to ensure the safe development of the site in 
the interests of the amenity of future occupiers in accordance with Policy EN17 of the City of Salford 
Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework

7. Following demolition and clearance of the existing buildings to current ground level no development 
groundworks shall take place until the applicant or their agents or successors in title has secured the 
implementation of a programme of archaeological works. The works are to be undertaken in accordance 
with a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) which shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority. The WSIs shall cover the following: 
1) A phased programme and methodology of investigation and recording to include: 

a) archaeological evaluation trenching 
b) targeted open area excavations 

2) A programme for post investigation assessment to include: 
a) production of a final report on the results of the investigations and their significance. 

3) Deposition of the final report with the Greater Manchester Historic Environment Record. 
4) Dissemination of the results of the archaeological investigations commensurate with their 

significance. 
5) Provision for archive deposition of the report and records of the site investigation. 
6) Nomination of a competent person or persons/organisation to undertake the works set out within the 

approved WSI. 

Reason: In accordance with the provisions of Retained Policy CH8 of the Salford Unitary Development 
Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework, Paragraph 199 to record and advance the 
understanding of any heritage assets impacted by the development and to make information about the 
archaeological heritage interests of the site publically accessible.  



8. No development shall take place, including demolition or excavation works, until a Construction Method 
Statement has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved 
Statement shall be adhered to throughout the construction period. The Statement shall include: 

(i) the times of construction activities on site which, unless agreed otherwise as part of the approved 
Statement, shall be limited to between 9am-6pm Monday to Friday and 9am-12 noon on 
Saturdays only (no working on Sundays or Bank Holidays). Quieter activities carried out inside 
the building such as electrical works, plumbing and plastering may take place outside of agreed 
working times so long as they do not result in significant disturbance to neighbouring occupiers;

(ii) details of all construction activities which generate noise or significant vibration. These details 
shall include the type of activity and an anticipated timetable of works. This timetable shall be 
drafted with regard to the provisions of (i) above; 

(iii) a comprehensive Traffic Management Strategy ensuring on and off-site disruption is kept to a 
minimum and ensuring no increase in risk to pedestrians and road users during the construction 
period;

(iv) the spaces for and management of the parking of site operatives and visitors vehicles;
(v) the storage and management of plant and materials (including loading and unloading activities); 
(vi) the erection and maintenance of security hoardings including decorative displays and facilities for 

public viewing, where appropriate; 
(vii) measures to prevent the deposition of dirt on the public highway;
(viii) measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during excavation and construction; 
(ix) a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from demolition/construction works; 
(x) measures to minimise disturbance to any neighbouring occupiers from noise and vibration, 

including from any piling activity;
(xi) measures to prevent the pollution of watercourses; and
(xii) A community engagement strategy which explains how local neighbours will be kept updated on 

the construction process and key milestones and how they can report to the site manager or other 
appropriate representative of the developer instances of unneighbourly behaviour from 
construction operatives. The strategy shall also detail the steps that will be taken when 
unneighbourly behaviour has been reported. A log of all reported instances shall be kept on 
record and made available for inspection by the Local Planning Authority upon request.

Reason:  In the interests of the amenity of neighbours in accordance with Retained Policies DES7 and 
EN17 of the Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

Reason for pre-commencement condition: The manner in which the site and surrounding public highways 
will be managed during the construction process must be understood prior to the commencement of 
building works on site.

9. Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby permitted the applicant shall submit to and have 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority a Refuse and Recycling Management Scheme 
(RRMS). This RRMS shall detail all waste and recycling collection arrangements and confirm that no bins 
will be left on the public highway at any time. The agreed measures shall be implemented prior to the first 
occupation of the development and maintained thereafter.

Reason: To ensure appropriate refuse and recycling collection arrangements and the safety of 
pedestrians and other road users in accordance with Retained Policy A8 of the Salford Unitary 
Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

10. No development, except for site clearance and remediation works, shall take place until a strategy for 
surface water drainage using source control sustainable drainage methods and which includes details of 
how water quality will be improved and how existing surface water discharge rates reduced has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved strategy shall be 
implemented prior to the first occupation or use of the development hereby approved..

The surface water discharge rate shall not exceed 50% of the existing discharge rate or greenfield 
equivalent, whichever is the greater. 

Foul and surface water shall be drained on separate systems.



Reason: To ensure a satisfactory method of surface water disposal to reduce the risk of flooding 
elsewhere in accordance with policy EN19 of the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and seeks to 
provide betterment in terms of water quality and surface water discharge rates and meets requirements 
set out in the following documents; 
o NPPF, 
o Water Framework Directive and the NW River Basin Management Plan
o The national Planning Practice Guidance and the Non-Statutory Technical Standards for 

Sustainable Drainage Systems (March 2015)
o Manchester, Salford, Trafford Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) (2011) and associated 

technical guidance
o Environment Agency Pollution Prevention Guidelines (now withdrawn)
o Flood Risk Assessment/SuDS Requirements for new developments (Salford's SuDS Checklist)

11. Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby approved, a sustainable drainage management 
and maintenance plan for the lifetime of the development shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by 
the Local Planning Authority. This plan shall include as a minimum:

a. Arrangements for adoption by an appropriate body or statutory undertaker or management and 
maintenance by a resident’s management company; and

b. Arrangements for inspection and on-going maintenance of all elements of the drainage system to 
ensure its efficient operation throughout its lifetime.

The development shall subsequently be completed, maintained and managed in accordance with the 
approved plans.

Reason: To ensure a satisfactory method of surface water disposal to reduce the risk of flooding 
elsewhere in accordance with policy EN19 of the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and seeks to 
provide betterment in terms of water quality and surface water discharge rates and meets requirements 
set out in the following documents; 
NPPF, 
o Water Framework Directive and the NW River Basin Management Plan
o The national Planning Practice Guidance and the Non-Statutory Technical Standards for 

Sustainable Drainage Systems (March 2015)
o Manchester, Salford, Trafford Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) (2011) and associated 

technical guidance
o Environment Agency Pollution Prevention Guidelines (now withdrawn)
o Flood Risk Assessment/SuDS Requirements for new developments (Salford's SuDS Checklist)

12. Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby permitted the applicant shall submit to and have 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, a Travel Information Pack and details of the Travel 
Plan Co-ordinator. This pack shall detail all modes of sustainable transport available to the site including 
cycleways, footways, public transport and any other local options as well as full incentives available to 
staff/residents. The agreed pack shall be issued to all staff/residents on appointment to work/occupation 
of building at the development hereby permitted.

Within 6 months of occupation/ of the development hereby approved (or alternative timeframe which has 
been agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority), a Full Travel Plan (FTP) shall be submitted to the 
Local Planning Authority. The FTP should include results of travel surveys, targets for modal shift, an 
action plan, TP budget details and the travel passes agreed for residents to encourage use of non-car 
modes of travel.

Reason: To ensure that the development makes best use of available sustainable transport options and 
does not impact upon the local highway network in accordance with Retained Policy A8 of the Salford 
Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

13. Prior to above ground works commencing the applicant shall submit to and agree in writing with the Local 
Planning Authority:



a) A detailed noise mitigation scheme for the building envelope to ensure that noise levels within 
internal living, dining and bedrooms comply with BS8233:2014 (Guidance on Sound Insulation 
and Noise Reduction from Buildings) as outlined in the table below;

Indoor / External Ambient Noise Levels for Dwellings

Location 07:00 – 23:00 23:00-07:00

Living Room 

(Windows Closed)

35 dB LAeq,16hour --

Dining rooms

(Windows Closed)

40 dB LAeq,16hour --

Bedrooms

(Windows Closed)

35 dB LAeq,16hour 30 dB LAeq,8 hour and 45 
dB LAmax no more than 
10 – 15 times per night

Private amenity spaces 
(including roof gardens / 
balconies)

55 dB LAeq,16hour --

Ventilation measures designed in line with the Draft ANC Acoustics Ventilation and Overheating 
Residential Design Guide should be identified and incorporated into the noise assessment report. 
The ventilation measures identified should ensure the above acoustic standards are not 
compromised.

b) A detailed scheme of acoustic insulation between non-residential and residential uses to ensure 
noise levels within residential habitable rooms are compliant with BS8233:2014 (Guidance on 
Sound Insulation and Noise Reduction from Buildings)

The development shall thereafter be undertaken in accordance with the agreed scheme, and the agreed 
scheme shall be retained thereafter.

Reason: In the interest of the amenity of residents in accordance with policy EN 17 of the City of Salford 
Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

14. Prior to occupation of the development a Site Completion Report confirming that all necessary noise 
attenuation measures identified in the assessment shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 
local planning authority.

Reason: In the interest of the amenity of residents in accordance with policy EN 17 of the City of Salford 
Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

15 Any externally mounted plant and equipment (with the exception of plant required for emergency 
situations such as standby generators, smoke extract equipment etc) associated with the development 
shall be designed so as not to exceed the following noise rating levels;

o 07:00 – 23:00 - 51 dB LAr,Tr

o 23:00 – 07:00 – 40 dB Lar,Tr

Measured 1m from the nearest noise sensitive premises, in accordance with BS 4142:2014+A1:2019 with 
corrections applied for any plant emitting noise of a tonal or irregular quality

Reason: In the interest of the amenity of residents in accordance with policy EN 17 of the City of Salford 
Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

16. Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby approved, the applicant shall submit to and have 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority full construction details of the:



 Dropped kerb with tactile paving provided on the King Street arm of the King Street / Queen Street 
junction; and the

 Dropped kerb to the south of the building to aid the movement of bins from the footway across King 
Street to the proposed loading bay.  

The agreed details shall be implemented prior to the first occupation of the development hereby approved 
and maintained thereafter.

Reason: To ensure the appropriate configuration and finish of the highway in accordance with Retained 
Policy A8 of the Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

17. Any redundant access points should be reinstated as continuous footway prior to first occupation of the 
development hereby approved.

Reason: To ensure the appropriate configuration and finish of the highway in accordance with Retained 
Policy A8 of the Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

18. Prior to first occupation of the development hereby approved, a scheme for the Biodiversity Enhancement 
Measures shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved 
scheme shall be implemented prior to first occupation of the development (or in accordance with a phasing 
plan which shall first be agreed in writing with the local planning authority) and shall be retained thereafter.

Reason: The provide biodiversity enhancements in accordance with Paragraph 175 of the NPPF (2018)

19. No development shall take place, including demolition or excavation works, until a scheme facilitating a 
local liaison committee has been submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The 
purpose of this scheme is to minimise disruption to neighbouring businesses during the demolition and 
construction phases. The scheme shall include a list of committee members, suggested venues for 
meetings, the frequency of meetings and mechanisms to implement and review actions. The scheme 
shall be fully implemented as required throughout the demolition and construction phases and the 
committee shall meet as long as is requested by any member.

Reason: To safeguard existing surrounding businesses during the demolition and construction phases so 
as to not impact adversely upon their operations in accordance with the National Planning Policy 
Framework.

Reason for pre-commencement condition: The development site is in close proximity to sensitive 
business premises and prior to the commencement of demolition works, measures to minimise impacts 
to these businesses must first be agreed.

20. Notwithstanding the details submitted to date, details of bicycle storage and the inclusion of bicycle 
charging points shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

The approved bicycle storage and bicycle charging points shall be implemented and made available for 
their intended use prior to the occupation of the development hereby approved and shall be retained 
thereafter.

Reason: To encourage more sustainable modes of travel in accordance with policies ST14, A2 and A10 
of the City of Salford Unitary Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.

21. Prior to first use of the terraces hereby approved the screens identified within the submitted Wind 
Microclimate Assessment Report (1042) prepared by GIA Chartered Surveys and dated January 2020  
shall be installed and maintained in situ thereafter. 

Reason: In the interests of public safety in accordance with Policy DES5 of the City of Salford Unitary 
Development Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework. 

Notes to Applicant



1. The development hereby approved shall be constructed in accordance with Approved Document L of the 
Building Regulations.

2. The applicant is to enter into a S50 legal agreement with the Local Highways Authority and provide the 
funding necessary to facilitate all off-site highways works. The agreement shall also include the relocation 
of any street lighting, drainage or other utility services affected by the development. The permission of 
the relevant utility providers must be obtained prior to the commencement of any works.

3. A Dilapidation Survey shall be undertaken following the completion of the development to ensure the 
adopted footway and carriageway has not been damaged. The use of any non-standard materials will 
require a service level agreement with the Local Highways Authority. This will include a 30 year commuted 
sum for maintenance.

4. The applicant is to enter into a S171 legal agreement with the Local Highway Authority and Greater 
Manchester Roads Activities Permit Scheme (GMRAPS).

5. The applicant is reminded that under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 
(Amended 2012) it is an offence to disturb, harm or kill bats. If a bat is found during demolition all work 
should cease immediately and a suitably licensed bat worker employed to advise how best to safeguard 
the bat(s). Natural England should also be informed.

6. The applicant is reminded that, under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 as amended, it is an offence 
to remove, damage or destroy the nest of a wild bird while the nest is in use or being built. Planning 
consent does not provide a defence against prosecution under this Act. If a bird’s nest is encountered or 
suspected work should cease immediately and a suitably experienced ecologist employed to advise how 
best to safeguard the bird(s). 

7. If, during any works on site, contamination is suspected or found or contamination is caused, the Local 
Planning Authority shall be notified immediately. Where required, a suitable risk assessment shall be 
carried out and/or any remedial action shall be carried out in accordance with an agreed process and 
within agreed timescales.

8. The applicant is advised that it is his/her responsibility to adhere to the regulations of Part 2A of the 
Environmental Protection Act 1990, the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the current 
Building Control Regulations with regards to contaminated land. Responsibility to ensure the safe 
development of land affected by contamination rests primarily with the developer.

9. With respect to gas protection measures the applicant’s attention is drawn to BRE 414 (Protection 
Measures for Housing on Gas-Contaminated Sites). In addition, the requirements of BS8845:2015 (Code 
of Practice for the design of protective measures for methane and carbon dioxide ground gases for new 
buildings) should be followed for installation and  the verification requirements of CIRIA C735 (Good 
Practice on the Testing and Verification of Protection Systems for Buildings Against Hazardous Ground 
Gasses) will need to be submitted. 

10. Verification of gas protection systems needs to be undertaken during the construction process, or the 
applicant may not be able to discharge the related conditions.  This can lead to issues with property 
searches and/or mortgages at a later time.

11. The physical security measures noted in Section 4.0 of the Crime Impact Statement submitted in support 
of the application should be incorporated into the development. 

12. Please note the advice of United Utilities as set out in its consultation and available for viewing on the 
Council’s electronic case file. 

13. With respect to condition 13 above, with windows open a relaxation of internal noise levels of between 5 
dB (ideal) and 10 dB (maximum) is considered “reasonable” in situations where residents may need to 
open windows for summer cooling or overheating prevention, providing the overall acoustic mitigation 
scheme incorporates measures aimed at reducing, as far as possible, the need to open windows.  Such 
measures may include enhanced mechanical ventilation, solar rated glazing, internal blinds, fenestration 
design or a combination of measures.



14. With respect to gas protection measures the applicant’s attention is drawn to BRE 414, Protection 
Measures for Housing on Gas-Contaminated Sites.  In addition the requirements of BS8845:2015 Code 
of Practice for the design of protective measures for methane and carbon dioxide ground gases for new 
buildings should be followed for installation and  the verification requirements of CIRIA C735 Good 
Practice on the Testing and Verification of Protection Systems for Buildings against Hazardous Ground 
Gasses will need to be submitted.  

Verification of gas protection systems needs to be undertaken during the construction process, or the 
applicant may not be able to discharge the condition.  This can lead to issues with property searches and 
/ or mortgage later.

15. It remains unclear from the plan provided in Appendix B of the Transport Assessment to what the extent 
of adopted is intended to be. The drawing does not show whether the extent of adopted area remains as 
existing, is greater or is less. There may well be a need to offer areas for adoption (s38) or to stop areas 
up (s116 pf the Highways Act or s247 of the Town and Country Planning Act) and this will have to be 
established as part of the highway works to be delivered by condition. 

Useful contacts

Dilapidation Survey: 

 The developer shall contact John Horrocks to arrange a full dilapidation/condition survey of all adopted 
highways surrounding the site prior to works commencing. Tel: 0161 603 4046.

Highway Permits/Licensing:

 Applications for all forms of highway permits/licenses shall be made in advance of any works being 
undertaken on the adopted highway. Note: NO boundary fencing shall be erected or positioned on any 
part of the adopted highway without first seeking the relevant permits/licenses from the Local Highway 
Authority. Tel: 0161 603 4046

General Highway Information:

 Requests for general information regarding the adopted highway network shall be directed to the Local 
Highway Authority (John Horrocks, 0161 603 4046).


